Abstract
Introduction

20
In recent years, the UK has experienced several extreme seasonal precipita- that the GloSea5 winter NAO forecasts can be used to provide skilful forecasts 53 of winter impacts on UK transport. Karpechko et al. (2015) found that skil-54 ful forecasts of Baltic Sea maximum ice extent could be obtained by using the 55 GloSea5 winter NAO forecasts, which were more skilful than using explicit sea 56 ice forecasts.
57
One key question is whether regional winter precipitation over the UK is pri- with the UK experiencing cooler, generally wetter conditions. In summer, the 75 EAP pressure anomaly is weaker than in winter and is located further east, just 76 to the west of the UK.
77
The relationship between regional precipitation and atmospheric circulation The MSLP observation dataset used is HadSLP2r (Allan and Ansell, 2006 weaker magnitude (Fig. 3b) .
227
In contrast, the SEE correlation pattern (Fig. 3i) 
253
The above results show that in both winter and summer, the seasonal-mean 
262
Only winter is considered here, since the aim is to derive a model that can be 
266
Using the correlations discussed in Section 3, it is possible to derive a simple 
278
We therefore construct a MSLP index based only on MSLP at this point. We 
290
The four regions where precipitation is significantly correlated with MSLP NSI 291 are in the north-west of the UK, with the highest correlation in NS (Fig 6a) .
292
Correlations between precipitation and MSLP UK are larger in the south of the in three regions the precipitation is significantly correlated with both indices.
296
A multiple linear regression model for the estimated precipitation, P lini , in 297 each region i is constructed using MSLP UK and MSLP NSI as predictors. Thus 298 for region i:
Each region i has a different set of regression coefficients α i , β i and c i which the need for a long training period that is independent from the test period.
356
The same methodology can be applied to the UKCP09 gridded precipitation It is also important to understand whether the GloSea5 forecast system 397 can spatially represent the atmospheric drivers of UK regional precipitation. (Fig. 10a) shows a dipole structure, and looks almost identical to the 402 NS precipitation correlation pattern (Fig. 3a) . The equivalent correlation map 403 for GloSea5 is very similar (Fig. 3b) , although the southern centre of the dipole 404 is slightly weaker in GloSea5 than the observations. The observed correlation 405 pattern for MSLP UK (Fig. 10c) (Fig. 3i) with the signs reversed. The equivalent correlation map for GloSea5 407 again strongly resembles the observed pattern (Fig. 10d) . The fact that these have lower skill, with the lowest correlation skill score seen in SWE.
425
The high skill in forecasting NS and SS precipitation is due to the model's In regions NI and NWE, significant skill in forecasting precipitation is also 432 obtained (Fig. 11) . It can be seen from Fig. 12 would lead to improvements in precipitation forecasts using this method.
451
Using relationships derived for the UKCP09 gridded precipitation data, it 452 is possible to apply this methodology to generate high-resolution gridded pre-
453
cipitation forecasts. Figure 8c shows the correlation scores obtained using this The observed and estimated precipitation timeseries for two regions (NS and 501 CE) obtained for the 20-year test period are shown in Figure 13 . Although the 502 correlation skill is high for NS precipitation (0.64, Fig. 11 ), Fig. 13a shows that signal of the CE ensemble mean precipitation estimates (Fig. 13b) is a factor 508 of 3 smaller than the observed precipitation variability in this region, and the 509 ensemble spread is again large. Similar features are also seen for precipitation in 510 the remaining seven regions (not shown). Equivalent series produced using the 511 RPC-corrected pressure indices are shown in Figures 13c and d. For NS (Fig.   512 13c) using the RPC correction gives an ensemble mean signal magnitude around 513 double that obtained using the uncorrected values (Fig. 13a) . The ensemble 514 spread is also smaller in this case. In particular, in winters 1994 and 2011, the 515 ensemble forecast confidently predicts the high precipitation anomalies observed.
516
The RPC correction has less effect on CE precipitation predictions (Fig. 13d) 
517
and other regions where precipitation is driven mainly by MSLP UK . This is 518 due to the lower correlation skill for MSLP UK , which means that the inflation 519 of the ensemble mean signal is smaller. Nevertheless, the ensemble mean signal 520 for CE precipitation is increased by a factor of 1.5 by the RPC correction, and (Figs. 13b and d) . This is an example of how this method can predict regional 526 differences in precipitation.
527
To give a probabilistic evaluation of the ensemble forecasts' ability to predict 528 higher or lower than average precipitation, the Brier skill score is used (see GloSea5 seasonal hindcasts were found to skilfully represent both these modes 553 of variability in winter in forecasts initialised around the start of November. gives better correlation skill than simply using the direct GloSea5 precipitation 576 output. In addition, the 5km gridded precipitation forecast produced using this precipitation output from these models on seasonal timescales, so downscaling 585 methods such as the one used in this paper would still be useful.
586
A probabilistic ensemble forecast for regional UK precipitation can be made 
594
Brier skill scores show that the ensemble of derived precipitation forecasts using 595 this method has skill higher than climatology in most regions. interactions (e.g. Wallace and Lau, 1985) .
631
This study has focused on winter only for building the multiple linear regres-632 sion model. However a similar approach can also be used for summer. Based on 633 the correlation patterns in Fig. 4 
where B is Brier score B, defined as
n is the number of years, f j is the forecast probability of the event in year 
where x j and y j are the ensemble mean and observation (respectively) in year j, 
where m is the number of ensemble members, x i is ensemble member i and σ x 677 represents the standard deviation over time of a quantity x. The RPC is then 678 defined as the ratio 679 RPC = PC obs PC mod . x j ′ = (x j −x) σ y r σ x +x,
where σ y is the standard deviation of the observations. The ensemble members 
